
Choreography and
Stage Craft

Lesson 1



Symbol Key 
When you see this symbol, it means you need 

to watch the video on the slide. 

When you see this symbol, it means you need 

to complete the practical creative task on the 

slide. 

When you see this symbol, it means you need

to complete the written task on the slide.

When you see this symbol, it means you need 

to read the information on the slide.



• I will be able to create a movement 

based routine using a stimulus

• I will understand how to create a 

successful performance piece 

Learning objectives



Game of Thrones Dance – Britain’s Got Talent
• This performance was inspired by the TV series Game of Thrones. Throughout the 

story, characters are often faced with decisions that match one redeemable trait 
against another.

Choreography inspiration

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aSr-cb3phP8


Watch Me - Silento (Whip Nae Nae)
Choreography by 1Million Dance Studio
Do you recognise any of the movement?

Choreography inspiration

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yFlFPe2-Qj0


Stopgap Dance Company are an all inclusive dance company, which means 
that anyone can join. This particular style of dance is called inclusive 
contemporary because the contemporary styles movement has been adapted 
for all dancers depending on their ability. 

Professional Works: Artificial Things by 
Stopgap Dance Company



Choreographers are inspired by a number of 
different things. 
You can use any idea you want that inspires you to 
create movement;

✓Music – using a beat or lyrics to help guide the movement 
ideas

✓Photographs/art work
✓Poem/story/novel
✓Real life events – historical events, natural disasters, war, 

news stories
✓ Experiences – good, bad, love, heartbreak

Styles can be traditional or can be fused with 
other styles – street, hip hop, ballet, 
contemporary, ballroom, Charleston, rock ‘n’ roll, 
salsa, capoeira, parkour, break dance.

Choreography inspiration



Mime is choreographed movement just like dance

Class Discussion

How has the performer Rowan Atkinson used his movement to communicate a story 
to the audience? 

Rowan Atkinson- Invisible Drum Kit

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_kloG2Z7tU


Mime is the art of demonstrating an action with an object or set 
that doesn’t exist. The actor must pay real attention to detail for 
it to be effective.

Mime is performed in complete silence and can be performed 
either solo or in a group. As a mime artist you must make sure 
you have clear movement and gestures, as well as clear facial 
expressions for your audience to see. 

If you want the audience to ‘believe’ you’re using an object, 
make sure that it doesn’t just simply ‘vanish’ after you’ve 
finished with it. 
The set can also be mimed. If a table is mimed the actors need 
to be fully aware of where that ‘table’ is onstage. They mustn’t 
move through it or the illusion is broken. 

Mime



• Stimulus – starting point/idea/theme
• What is the theme/idea of the piece you have 

watched?

• Motif – short phrases of movement that can be 
repeated of developed
• Can you see any short sections of movement that you 

see repeated or with slight changes (developed)? 

• Unison
• To perform the same movement at the same time as 

someone else/others

• Canon
• To perform the same thing one after another

Keywords to know!



For the creative task, you have a choice of either creating your own 

dance solo or creating your own solo mime piece. 

Follow the steps below to create your movement piece.  

Creative Task: Create your Dance Routine or Mime

Dance Solo Mime solo
1. Start with a still position – on or off stage. 1. First think of your short storyline- what 

scenario are you going to mime?

2. Think about your spatial pathways – where are 
you going on stage or do you have a formation 
(line, circle, group, levels, scattered, diagonal, etc)

2. Secondly, start with a still position – on or off 
stage. 

3.  Create a motif (short phrases of movements 
between 8 & 16 counts) to represent your 
theme/character (relating to your stimulus)

3. Create your short phrase. Remember to make 
sure your movement, body language and facial 
expressions are clear. 

4.  Developing your motif – here is a list of ways 
that you can change your motif;

* Add new movement

* Take movement out

* Re-arrange the order

* Change the level or direction

* Use a different body part

4. Developing your mime- here is a list of ways 
you can make your mime more interesting to the 
audience:
*Large gestures
*Use of levels- maybe try sitting on an invisible 
chair?
*Feature a variety of invisible objects
*Use as must of the space around you



You have reached the end of 
todays Blended Learning Tasks

Well Done!


